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Dry Fuel Storage Loading Optimization 

 
Overview 
The goal of the PPL Susquehanna LLC senior design project is to optimize the 
loading configuration for Transnuclear NUHOMS DSC-61BTH dry cask storage. 
In addition to this, the objective is to lower the BWR spent fuel pool coolant 
temperature for the life of the plant. As a result, decay heats for fuel assemblies 
were calculated and a program was developed to determine the loading configuration for the remaining 
life of the plant. 
 

Objectives 
To calculate the decay heat of all 4674 assemblies in the spent fuel pool by using data and input 
documents provided by PPL. Also, to write a computer program that automatically determines the 
optimal configuration for each dry storage canister that is loaded with spent fuel assemblies. 
 

Approach 
 Input documents were gathered from PPL to determine decay heats for 4674 fuel assemblies 

 A specific problem statement was developed and verified with customer 

 Research was conducted on dry cask storage and decay heat calculations 

 Decay heat calculations were calculated using handwritten calculations 

 A Matlab function was developed to calculate the decay heats using an ANSI Standard 

 A Matlab function was developed to determine optimal loading configurations annually 

 A Matlab program was developed to determine loading of casks for the life of the plant. 

 Sensitivity studies were conducted to ensure Matlab program worked properly. 

 Decay heat calculations were verified with PPL and compared to benchmark values 

 Decay heats and loading configurations were determined for each year. 
 

Outcomes 
 The predicted average total decay heat 

in the spent fuel pool will decline 
assuming enough casks are filled to 
remove newly added fuel assemblies. 

 The loading configurations for ten 
annual casks up until 2024 were 
determined using the Matlab program. 

 Decay heat calculations came within 1% 
of benchmark values that were provided 
by project sponsor. 

 The optimal number of casks per each 
year was determined to vary each year 
based on added fuel assemblies. 
 


